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Concern Logs

- The completion of main core capabilities was well-received by the client
  - Create & Delete channels of communication (Done)
  - Send & receive messages to other users (Done)
  - Updating chat history (Done)

- There were several concerns brought up by the client
  - Capability: Instant Chat Channels
    - Inconsistent time format (fixed)
    - Needs to rework & test chat badges (fixed)
    - Need for a confirmation prompt for deleting channel (to-do)
Acceptance Criteria

As a job seeker, I will be able to chat in text with a recruiter if approved.

As a user, I should be able to establish a new channel with another user.

As a user, I should be able to view my chat history with another user.

As a user, I should be able to differentiate between read and unread threads.

As a user, I should be able to send links in the chat.

As a user, I should be able to view all my chats in a list format.

As a job seeker, I will be able to chat in text with a recruiter if approved.

Complete
Acceptance Criteria

In-progress

As a user, I can delete a chat with another user in my chat view.

As a user, I should be able to search for a user in my list of chats.
User Manuals

We will now display the user manual for the acceptance criteria that were mentioned above.
View all chats in a List Format
Viewing chat history with a person
4. Create New Chat Channel

- Open the Conversations section.
- Select the option to create a new chat channel.
- Enter the username.
- Confirm the channel creation.
Auto text to URL conversion
Delete Chat on Long Press
Risks & Mitigation Plans

- New Risk
  - Compatibilities issue with Android
    - Mitigation
      - Dedicated personnel for testing & integration: Two developers have been assigned to address the compatibility issue and manual test related capabilities.
Reprioritized Capabilities

★ The team has moved away from implementing audio and video portion of the Twilio interface
★ Instead, the dev team is listing aliases for users, command prompt for deleting channels, and capability to send files as top priorities.